HOW DO YOU
KNOW IF YOUR
CEILING
INSULATION
IS WORKING?
You don’t ... and it could be affecting
your personal comfort and costing
you money everyday
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Refresh
your insulation
and SAVE

$$$

IF YOUR INSULATION IS OLDER THAN 10 YEARS
CALL 8352 5588 NOW TO BOOK YOUR FREE ASSESSMENT
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Cool or Cosy Performance Guaranteed
INSTALLED WITHOUT GAPS
* No gaps means no loss of performance
* Installed by trained professionals
* Includes a lifetime guarantee
Cool or Cosy’s unique performance guarantee ensures
that your insulation will be installed with NO GAPS, and
in accordance with all relevant Australian installation
standards.

Cellulose beats Glass Wool Batts in residential ceilings

Quality System

An incorrectly installed R3.0 glass wool batt with only a small, say
2mm gap, will reduce the batt’s performance by 50% to R1.5.
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So for many homeowners it means you’ve paid your money, but
you’re not getting the full advertised benefits of reduced power bills
and increased comfort levels.

100%
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Some ceiling insulations in Australian homes
are not working as they should due to incorrect
installation.
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If it’s not Cool or Cosy
your ceiling insulation may not
be working as advertised

Quality
Endorsed
Company

Cellulose

Batts

PERFORMANCE
Installed without gaps by its manufacturer, who guarantees it to perform as advertised
Covers your ceiling joists to increase thermal efficiency, comfort and save you money
Uses the same proven installation techniques as used in Europe and the USA
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Not known to cause adverse health effects in insulation installers
ENVIRONMENT
Internationally proven to have the lowest global and local environmental impacts during manufacture
Doesn’t contain formaldehyde

* Allergy Free * Fire Resistant * Vermin Resistant * Fungal Resistant
* Environmentally Friendly * Cost Effective * Lifetime Guarantee
Cool or Cosy manufactured cellulose complies with the requirement of AS/NZS 4859.1 as specified by the Building Code of Australia

7 Reasons Why YOU Can Trust Cool or Cosy to Insulate Your Home...
Respected:
Safe:
Credibility:
Value:
Easy:
Reliability:
Honesty:

Established since 1984
Life of the home guarantee
Over 40,000 customers in South Australia alone
Buy direct from SA’s ONLY manufacturer and save
No deposit, Interest free terms to suit any budget
No fuss, no mess, no worries installation policy
We will not be beaten on price GUARANTEED!

CALL NOW to Secure Your FREE ASSESSMENT
* correct at time of printing

Visit us at www.coolorcosy.com.au for more information

8325 5588

